
The Personal Service Standard in
Newswire and Compliance Solutions

Real People Delivering 
Personal Care and 
Global Reach.



Your Personal 
Newswire and 
Filing Partner.



Newsfile is your customer-first newswire 
and regulatory filing team delivering  
service and support not found anywhere 
else in the industry.

We offer broad access to global media, analysts, investors and 

market participants. Add innovative technology, world-class filing 

expertise and fair, honest pricing to the mix, and you’ll see why over 

1,000 publicly listed companies rely on us to deliver their news to a 

worldwide audience and ensure compliance with all Stock Exchanges.

Our commitment to personal service sets us apart by putting you first. 

That is why we work hard to connect with every client on a personal 

level. This connection is integral to building a collaborative relationship 

and meeting your needs efficiently and cost-effectively.

Personal, proactive customer care is at the core of how we have 

redefined the Three R’s.

To us, they represent Respect. Reach. Results. 
For you and your story.



Treating You—and Your 
Story—with Courtesy  
and Care.
Our commitment to delivering the best personal 

service defines our business and inspires our efforts 

every day.  We’re accessible and responsive to every 

client we serve, using cutting-edge technology 

and innovation makes it easier for us to focus on 

relationship building. The way we see it, a helpful 

voice on the phone is always welcomed.

In addition to respecting you, Newsfile is respected 

as an accredited source of business news—making 

every story we handle become trusted for retail and  

institutional investment decisions.

Personal Attention.
n	 		Customer-Focused Staff

n	 		24/7 Service

n	 		Honest, Transparent Business Relationships

n	 	Experience and Expertise

n	 	Reliable Industry Insights, Locally and Globally

Respect.



Our Distribution  
Lists Contain  
No Artificial Fillers.
Driven by a commitment to transparency, 

our global distribution lists are honest, 

accurate and easy to understand.  

That’s why our lists are compact and 

concise, rather than artificially inflated.

When judging the authenticity of 

distribution lists, it’s good to know  

how Newsfile’s approach sets a  

different standard based on getting 

results you can trust.



News.
Helping your story become news  
in front of the right audience.

Your story is important. Getting it in front of  

the right audience at the right time is essential.  

Newsfile’s distribution reaches thousands of  

influential sources including media, analysts,  

investors and market participants.

This vast network, powered by our seamless 

technology and easy-to-access platforms makes us 

a dynamic, world-class news distributor. Our job is 

to get your story to a global investment audience.

Global Distribution Options
Comprehensive circuits that deliver 
news to a worldwide audience of investors, 
analysts and institutions while ensuring 
compliance with all Stock Exchanges by 
reaching major broker terminals, financial 
databases, aggregators, media and more.

Industry Specialized Circulation
Cover publications, web sites, blogs and 
influencers specific to your industry.

Multimedia Capability
Make your story leap out with pictures, 
graphics, charts and even video.

Social Media
Automate posting and add specific 
hashtags to reach key influencers.

Email and Fax Distribution
Broadcast your story to  
your email and fax lists.

IR Website Posting
Integrate RSS feeds to automatically populate  
the news section of your corporate website.

Tracking and Reporting
Access detailed statistics on who’s reading  
your release and where they’re reading it.

Conference Calls and Webcasting
Engage in a virtual conversation across 
any device—from PCs to Macs to 
Mobile—with our trusted support.

Results.

Reach.

Turning News Stories
into Success Stories.
While our clients hail from a variety of  

industries, they have one thing in common: 

relying on the accurate, high-value results 

Newsfile consistently delivers.

At Newsfile, our solutions are customized  

to optimize your visibility and accelerate  

your growth.

REACH FOR THE WORLD



File.
Attention to detail  
is just the beginning.

With over 20 years of experience, our 

comprehensive knowledge of filing and 

compliance requirements and teams 

of regulatory filing specialists, Newsfile 

delivers fast, accurate turnarounds, 

quality conversions and flexible, 

customized solutions.

All for a fair price—and with  

the service you deserve.

One Provider
We are a single, one-stop source for all your 

newswire and filing needs, replacing multiple 

vendors to save you time and money.

Flexibility
When it comes to customization, such as 

website feeds or pricing packages, we want 

your business and will tailor our solutions for 

your needs.

Real Service from Real People
Never miss another deadline—we have  

personal specialists directly accessible 24/7.

Multiple Distribution Levels
Get more impact for your stories—and your 

dollars—by choosing the level of distribution (from 

North American to global) that fits your needs.

Transparency Matters
We offer straight-forward, all-in pricing  

and with no hidden fees or fine print.

Trusted by Professionals
Thousands of clients comprised of: Stock 

Exchanges, Transfer Agents, Law Firms, IR Firms, 

Mutual Funds, Investment Managers, Public 

Companies, Private Companies and Insiders.

SEDAR
As an authorized SEDAR filing agency since its  
launch in 1997, you can rely on us to achieve any 
SEDAR request.

EDGAR
Our EDGAR filing team has worked with the SEC since 
1999 and is trusted by top law firms to handle complex 
transactional filings and registration statements.

XBRL
We’ve been preparing and filing XBRL reports with 
SEC EDGAR systems since 2011. Whether US GAAP  
or IFRS, XBRL or iXBRL, our team has the skills to 
handle all of your XBRL reporting requirements.

SEDI
Our experience and knowledge of SEDI reporting  
will reduce the complexities and ease the struggle  
for your insiders.

A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE ON FILE



office@newsfilecorp.com  |  newsfilecorp.com

TORONTO: 416-806-1750
NEW YORK: 646-609-8767
CALGARY: 403-806-0664
VANCOUVER: 604-609-0244

Tell Us Your Story.


